This study of the redirection taken by Lawrence's work during the transition from the 'marriage' fictions to the 'leadership' fictions essentially the years 1919 to 1922 is one of the most thought-provoking and original books to appear in recent years on this paradoxical and increasingly unfashionable writer, at least, pedagogically speaking. Thirty or forty years ago it would have been difficult for an undergraduate to avoid encountering one of Lawrence's major novels on a modernist course; today, beyond the familiar anthology favourites among the short stories and poems, it can sometimes seem almost as difficult to find him. Possible explanations for this are abundant: canon reform, the advance of cultural studies, the contribution both have made to the collapse of a clear line between 'high' and popular fiction, feminist resistance to Lawrence's obtrusive psychosexual pontifications, and an increasing disinclination to bestow upon writers, however oracular their pronouncements, any kind of prophetic status. But perhaps as significant has been the widespread acceptance of the blunt critical judgement that this book advances, with the help of a nursery-rhyme tag, on its opening page: 'when Lawrence is good, he is very, very good, but when he is bad, he is horrid. ' So what was he between 1919 and 1922? According to Ronald Granofsky, something of both. It was these transitional works the Ladybird novellas (The Ladybird, The Fox, and The Captain's Doll), The Lost Girl, Aaron's Rod, and the stories collected in England, My England (four of which are discussed in detail here: the title story, 'The Blind Man,' 'Hadrian,' and 'The Horse-Dealer's Daughter') that '[o]f inconsistent quality themselves ... were ... a catalyst that transformed a writer of exploratory, experimental, and significant fiction into one who produced mediocre writing at best and, at worst, strident, shrill, preachy, and just plain poor work.' The forces influencing this transformation are varied and mutually contradictory: the well-documented cultural traumas Lawrence experienced as a result of the First World War are certainly among them. But foremost in Granofsky's view is the inevitable decline of the consumptive Lawrence's health, with its harrowing demonstration that the evolutionary doctrine against which he had been given to declaim was in the process of confirming his own lack of fortune 'in the lottery of natural and sexual selection.' In response to his situation, Lawrence 'utilized in his own fiction the very force threatening him with extinction as an unfit man and writer.' Thus Darwinism, for all his earlier railing against it, becomes 'in the transitional fiction ... the intervening factor in Lawrence's development as a writer.' The misogyny of the 'transitional' and later 'leadership' fiction is therefore not only 'an artistic misjudgement but also a symptom of a man using as a fictional tool a force whose truth he has denied in order to try to shed in his books the sicknesses besetting him. The fiction becomes duplicitous.' Granofsky advances to this conclusion through an argumentative process whose terms are too complex to address adequately in a brief review. But his subtle and entirely convincing analysis draws together suggestive strands emanating from an extensive immersion in Lawrence's writings that allows fascinating readings not just of the transitional works themselves but of the complex authorial psychology that has generated them. It explores those obsessive intensities born in the private experience of the writer that inform, sometimes so disastrously, the writing. When in Fantasia of the Unconscious Lawrence advances the astonishing diagnosis that because '[o]n the upper plane, the lungs and heart are controlled from the cardiac plane and the thoracic ganglion' so that '[a]ny excess in the sympathetic mode from the upper centres tends to burn the lungs with oxygen, weaken them with stress, and cause consumption,' all leading to the conclusion that it is therefore 'just criminal to make a child too loving,' we are provided with insights into Lawrence's responses to women, in both life and works, that are surely far more illuminating than those alltoo-familiar and easy invocations of oedipal conflict. This is a book to own, and to return to after successive readings of Lawrence's middle-and late-period works. While it will not result in a redistribution of his texts between the categories of good and horrid, it offers a fascinating explanation for the qualitative range of Lawrence's writing and a sympathetic context against which to try to come to terms with some of the more self-contradictory aspects of his conceptual hobbyhorses. (KEITH WILSON (1988) . Ethel Wilson led a very conventional, comfortable life, although it was an existence beset with many sad moments. Her English missionary parents were far from home when Ethel Bryant was born on 20 January 1888 in Port Elizabeth, South Africa; after her mother died when she was eighteenth months old, her father returned to England, where he died in June 1897. A year later, Ethel went to Vancouver to live with her maternal grandmother, the indomitable and very religious Annie Malkin, who had settled in British Columbia only three years before. After attending Trinity Hall School in England, Ethel returned to Vancouver, where she became a schoolteacher. She married Dr Wallace Wilson in 1921, when she was thirty-three years old. Although she experienced some difficulties with her mother-in-law, the Wilson marriage was an extremely happy one. Dr
